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Question: 1
Which three commands would be useful when troubleshooting an issue with WCR? (Choose
three.)
A. /cfg/slb/cur
B. /stats/slb/cur
C. /info/slb/dump
D. /info/l3/vrrp/dump
E. /info/slb/sess/dump
Answer: A, C, E
Question: 2
Each switch filter can be set to only one of four possible choices: allow, deny, and redirect are
three of them. Which is the fourth choice?
A. cloak traffic
B. stack traffic
C. disable traffic
D. translate traffic
Answer: D
Question: 3
What happens to a WCR filter when all real servers in the associated group fail?
A. The filter becomes a deny filter.
B. The filter becomes an allow filter.
C. The filter is ignored and traffic will be dealt with by the next matching filter.
D. The backup action specified in the advanced filter menu will be used instead of redirection.
Answer: B
Question: 4
What does Virtual Matrix Architecture (VMA) do?
A. VMA allows filtering to be configured on all physical ports.
B. VMA allows the switch to process TCP traffic from telnet sessions.
C. VMA takes individual resources from any back-up switch and utilizes them for load balancing.
D. VMA makes use of any unused resources within a switch by distributing the workload to
multiple processors.
Answer: D
Question: 5
Which two requirements are necessary for an application switch? (Choose two.)
A. edge routing
B. no clustering
C. session-based traffic management
D. single point of control for traffic to web components
Answer: C, D
Question: 6
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